SAFILO ANTI COVID-19 PRACTICES
THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT SANITIZING YOUR GLASSES IS EASY

GET PREPARED

Wash your hands frequently - as suggested by healthcare authorities.
Wear your face mask and/or shield, latex gloves, and sanitize them
after any interaction with the customer and product.

CLEAN ENVIRONMENT

Personally hand each frame to the customer for try on, keeping
them separate from the rest of the frames. After the customer visit,
restore the set up by sanitizing each item used during the patient
engagement including mirrors, shelves and displays.

CLEANING FRAMES PROCEDURES
Sanitize every frame touched using lukewarm water and a gentle pH
neutral soap, free of lotion: massage the soap onto each lens, nose pads
and earpieces, rinse and dry using a microfiber cloth (do not use paper towels).
The use of an ultrasonic bath with this solution is optimal. The cleaning cloth
can also be machine washed and used again. In the absence of access to
running water, frames can be cleaned with hydrogen peroxide wipes. If
hydrogen peroxide wipes are not available, a 50-50 mix of 3% hydrogen
peroxide and water solution can be used in a spray bottle to clean the frames
with a cleaning cloth. Please be aware that damage to the frame may occur if
the solution if not mixed properly in the correct proportions. Remember the best
option is the use of soap and water.

DON’Ts

• Do not use rubbing alcohol to sanitize your glasses
• Avoid using products with high concentrations of acid, as they can
damage the product (i.e NO acetone, Don't consider hydrogen
peroxide as main cleaning agent)
• Do not use other not specific sanitizing wipes, as they can
damage the product

THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR SANITIZATION ARE PROVIDED BY SAFILO AND MEANT FOR ITS EYEWEAR PRODUCT ONLY

The information in this document shall not constitute medical advice. Please always follow the applicable
laws and regulations aimed at containing the spread of Covid-19 and consult the local healthcare authorities
communications for the most recent developments and advice.

